Toosey Tails No. 1

Meet The Tooseys

(Write a letter or draw a picture to your chosen Toosey)

Each of the Tooseys have written to say hello to you.
The have told you a little bit about themselves and described what they like best to do and what makes them happy. They have also included a photo of themselves so you can see them.

Why don’t you select which Toosey you would like to write to first and then put pen to paper to tell them all about yourself. You can create a drawing too for they sure love receiving your drawings!

Are you ready?
Let’s get going!

Hello Girls & Boys, my name is Teddy Bear.

Some of you have already met me for I came last June to your lovely school Burnbrae in Edinburgh, along with my aunty Suzy Crumble. What a great time we had visiting all of you. Even if we did not actually meet in person, I am sure most of you would have heard of me for I am the King here in Tooseyland, much loved and admired by all the Toosey girls and loved by all who meet me. My mother ‘Society Spice’ is Suzy Crumble’s sister so that makes me Suzy Crumble’s nephew and just like Suzy Crumble I am incredibly good looking, fun to be around, enjoying long walks in the countryside and having wonderful adventures. Why don’t you write to me for we are sure to be great friends!
We Tooseys all live together on a big farm here in a wonderful place called Tooseyland where my job is helping the farmer to grow his crops. This is incredibly hard work but so rewarding too for I get to drive some very big machines including my favourite combine harvester. Have you ever seen a combine harvester?

As part of my job I have to learn all about computers and calculating weights, measures & distances, for to farm successfully you must understand how to do these sums accurately. So, if you ever need any help in your maths & calculations, then I am the one to ask.

I will enjoy telling you all about my work and my busy days. We grow wheat in big fields which when harvested goes into making the bread we all enjoy to eat. So delicious!

Love Zippy ♥

My name is Milly Moo, I love pretty pink things & I when I grow up I want to be a dancer, hopefully a ballerina.

I also enjoy colouring and painting pictures but not so much reading books but perhaps together we can learn, play & grow together. I hope you will draw some pictures for me.

I would like that very much! ♥
Hola, I am from Barcelona in Spain and travelled over to Tooseyland one summer to learn from the great Suzy Crumble how to be a famous renowned reporter. I could not even speak English, which was a problem, but I loved working with Suzy Crumble so much that I stayed and learnt the language!

Tooseyland is now my forever home. I fell in love with Suzy Crumble’s nephew, the great Teddy Bear and together we have two daughters who I would love you to meet. They are great fun and I know they would love to have you as a friend. Their names are Dolly Dot & Trudy Scrumpy.

Hello Girls & Boys

It would be fair to say I am a water babe for I sure love the water!

I am never happier than when I am swimming in the lake or down by the seaside where I love to surf those big waves. My love for the water must have come from my great aunt Suzy Crumble for I know my mummy Jilly Jelly is not such a keen fan of swimming. However, my daddy, the great One & Only Teddy Bear, has been known on occasion to have a paddle and I know for sure he can surf too.

Do you like to swim? If like me you enjoy the water, we are sure to get along just fine, like great buddies and together we can have fun sharing all our adventures.

Love from Dolly Dot ♥
I too love water but I am also a great athlete and love to keep fit and run.

Most of my time is now spent training other aspiring athletes and at the moment I am spending a lot of my time in Holland where I am helping to teach their national swimming team.

Each Summer I return to my homeland of Tooseyland to see my family & friends but this year with Coronavirus lurking around it looks like I will not be able to do this.

Hopefully you and I will be able to keep in touch by writing and sharing our adventures with each other. That would be nice!

Love Bessie Boo ♥

Hello my wonderful new friends, my name is Trudy Scrumpy and I love to write just like my great aunt Suzy Crumble.

Everyday I go out and about to look for stories I can share with you. Sometimes I write about what the other Tooseys are doing, perhaps it is Zippy working hard in the fields or Ebony driving her Gator full of visitors but sometimes I write about the birds, bees, trees and flowers we all share our home with, for I love nature too. Do you like nature and hearing the birds sing? I sure do!

Before Suzy Crumble left to go to write her stories in heaven, she taught me everything she knew about how to be a great writer. She also inspired me to help others, so I hope very much I can inspire all of you to enjoy writing and maybe you will even enjoy writing your stories for me to read.

I would enjoy reading them so very much!

Love from your friend Trudy Scrumpy ♥ ♥ ♥
Ollie Brumple is my name, Ollie to my friends and I do hope we will be good friends.

I love to learn new things everyday and enjoy reading, painting and running around.

Would you like to be my penpal?

I also love to play tag. What games do you like to play?

Love Ollie Brumple ♥

Hello everyone,

My name is Bentley Bear and I am the naughty son of Bessie Boo. I hear the word ‘naughty’ at least three or four times a day for I am young and full of mischief but I also like to learn and try to learn something new everyday.

I hope very much we can all be friends for I would like to have some new friends to write to. Lots of Love from your Bentley Bear ♥
Hello, my name is Mini Ebony and as you can see I am rather tiny. I also look very different to the other Tooseys but I am fast, quick to learn and always first on the scene of any action.

Good things come in small packages and that saying fits me perfectly for I am a very good girl.

I really enjoy taking all our visitors out on safari tours around Tooseyland. They are super fun and exciting too and do you know, when it is time for our visitors to go home, they all want to take me back with them!

I really hope you will like writing to me and I hope you are going to love me too!

Sending love, your special tour guide Mini Ebony ❤

Hello all my lovely children

I do so hope you are all being very good girls & boys, being kind to everyone and doing at least one good deed everyday.

All the Tooseys are looking forward to hearing from you so please do get writing your letters to tell them what you are doing and drawing some of your beautiful pictures for us all to see.

I am sorry I cannot be with you but I want you to know I think of you often and I am sending all my love to each & everyone of you.

Love Suzy Crumble ❤